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CIVITAS and DESTINATIONS

CIVITAS is a network of cities dedicated to cleaner, better transport in Europe and
beyond. Since it was launched by the European Commission in 2002, the CIVITAS
Initiative has tested and implemented over 800 measures and urban transport
solutions as part of demonstration projects in more than 80 Living Lab cities Europewide.

DESTINATIONS
The DESTINATIONS project builds up an integrated approach to address mobility and
tourism, testing balanced strategies to face the rising challenges of these two growing
sectors and to achieve sustainable development and a better quality of life in Funchal
(Portugal), Limassol (Cyprus), Rethymno (Crete), Elba (Italy), Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria (Spain) and Valletta (Malta). It aims to help island cities cope with new
tourism trends and adapt their mobility systems accordingly, shift to economy-sharing
driven mobility solutions and switch to less polluting transport modes.
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DESTINATIONS policy aims

In the six European touristic sites, DESTINATIONS develops a set of
innovative actions in order to implement sustainable mobility measures and
actions with the view to offering intelligent sustainable transport solutions for
tourists and residents alike through innovation and cooperation with all major
stakeholders.
These solutions aim to improve urban accessibility, the cost effectiveness and
integration of transport services and to reduce emissions and energy
consumption.
Sustainable mobility will support tourism development, the quality of life and
environment in the sites, fostering new business and services directly in the
transport sector and indirectly in other sectors of the local economy.
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DESTINATIONS wider mission
To develop in each EU tourist destination (starting with the EU islands) a new
integrated approach to sustainable mobility planning and tourism development.

Global trends
-

Green, low carbon, circular economy
Automation and digitalization
Changing demography and lifestyles

CONTEXTUAL ENVIRONMENT
TRANSACTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Local measures &
Investment plans

DESTINATION
Sustainable
Mobility & Tourism
Strategy

EU, National,
Regional policies,
regulations,
funding schemes
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AUTOMATION: Freeing our time, trapping our minds

… develop technology as a means to an end (Responsible Innovation)
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DIGITALIZATION: Connectivity is not enough…

We need CONTACT with others and our Self (Eco-system awareness)
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SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION MOBILITY IS …

SAFE …

INCLUSIVE
Silent…

SMART …

GREEN & HEALTHY …

Generation
TO ACCESS AND MOVE AROUND IN THE DESTINATION
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The mobility challenge in seasonal tourist destinations
Seasonality:
700

Vehicles per km of roads (Elba island)

600

N Cars/km

SUMMER TRANSPORT
(Small Metropolitan
Area setting:
500
30.000 residents + 120.000 tourists)
400

MID-SEASON TRANSPORT
300
(Tourist area setting:
30.000 residents
+ tourists for short periods)
200

WINTER TRANSPORT
100
(Rural area setting:
30.000 residents) 0

Months

Specific mobility challenges in tourist destinations

Other challenges:

•
•
•
•

Access to the destination
Evolving customers attitudes toward mobility
Info-mobility sensitive choices
….
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The challenge of Mobility and Tourism Integration

Three mind-sets shifts:

•

“Mobility” as a key component of the whole destination hospitality experience,
for different segments of tourists, old and new residents
o INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

•

“Co-creation” as a method to achieve integration
o CIRCULAR MODEL OF POLICY MAKING & OPEN INNOVATION

•

From planning to mobility and tourism market design
o INCUBATION AND SUPPORT FOR NEW SUSTAINABLE BUSINESSES
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INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
is a big CHALLENGE in the current governance model
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The CHALLENGE FOR ACTION in the current governance model

TOP DOWN

PUBLIC SECTOR
EU
S – Floor 4

NATIONAL
S – Floor 3

Matching?

S = Subsidiarity rule to
search for solutions

REGIONAL
S - Floor 2
LOCAL

BOTTOM UP

S – Floor 1

I = INNOVATION
LOOP

P = Identify problems

PRIVATE & THIRD SECTORS

Subsidiarity (S) Ground-floor

CITIZENS (residents & tourists)
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A systemic co-creation approach

Systemic co-creation approach
END POINT
SUMP evaluation
(Key Perfomance
Indicators)

START POINT
We want to improve
mobility for residents
& tourists

iteration

CO-PRODUCTION
ANCHOR

MAPPING
&
ENGAGEMENT

EMPHATIZE

COCREATION
ACTORS

CO-DESIGN

DIALOGUE
FRAME

CO-CREATE
IDEATE
TOGETHER

Co-creation stages
1. Engage and emphatize: identify local actors most involved

or affected by the topic (sustainable mobility), potentially interested
to change the statu quo. Invite them to participatory system mapping
events to gain an emphatic understanding of the issues we are trying
to solve with the sustainable mobility plan. They are engaged as
«change agents», not to represent a specific stakeholder category.

2. Frame: map the whole set of stakeholders concerned with the

topic using a consistent framework to identify government, business,
civil society, technical (e.g. transport operators, planners, etc.) stakeholders in place. Invite them to a future lab event to gain a common
understanding and shared vision of the future of mobility, and to
Frame the agenda for sustainable mobility (main directions for the
SUMP). The future lab event is managed using a variant of the
Future Search methodology.

Co-creation stages
3. Ideate together: a more detailed scheme of the SUMP and

the actions it is going to include is sorted out from the directions
gained at the end of the future lab. A pre-feasibility check and
refinement of the SUMP structure and actions is done with the most
relevant technical and administrative stakeholders (those that would
be in charge of controlling and/or implementing the measure)

4. Co-create: after the pre-feasibility check, the SUMP measures

eventually selected are processed by making a full analysis of their
technical, economic, normative and financial feasibility, and an
ex-ante evaluation of their expected outcome and impacts against the
SUMP baseline (which improvement in terms of sustainable mobility
the measure will deliver?). Technical stakeholders are more heavily
involved in this stage, as they would be main actors in the next stage
of implementation too.

Co-creation stages
5. Anchor: «anchoring» means that the whole co-creation process,
which so far was literally a navigation journey only floating around in
the minds of the people engaged in the process, is finally anchored in
this stage to a concrete set of new policies, regulations, decisions
taken by relevant public authorities and stakeholders, to implement
and/or support the SUMP measures as co-designed in the previous
stage.
The final outcome of the anchoring stage should be a SUMP formally
adopted by local goverments, supported by a «pact» with other
stakeholders when this is needed for the implementation and coproduction of the measures. SUMP implemention is going to be
evaluated with a set of strategic Key Performance Indicators (KPI),
using specific tools (questionnaries, data crowdsourcing, sensors)
to monitor the change of mobility flows and modes.

Implementing the approach in the Elba pilot
END POINT
SUMP evaluation
(Key Perfomance
Indicators)

START POINT
Elba sharing
concept

iteration

CO-PRODUCTION
ANCHOR
Implementation of
measures by relevant
decision takers
(public and private)

MAPPING
&
ENGAGEMENT

DONE

EMPHATIZE
Change agents invited
to 2 Elba Sharing labs.
Participatory mindmaps to understand
needs, problems and
goals (15 people)

COCREATION
ACTORS

NEXT YEARS

CO-DESIGN
CO-CREATE
Technical, economic,
normative and financial
feasibility analysis of the
selected measures with most
relevant technical stakeholders

NEXT STEP

DIALOGUE
IDEATE
TOGETHER

identification of measures
and pre-feasibility check
with most concerned
stakeholders

ON-GOING

DONE

FRAME
A wider group of
stakeholders invited to
1 future lab. Future
search method to help
framing a shared vision
and agenda (40 people)

Co-creation tools: mental maps

Example of sustainable mobility mental map
OTHER …
REGULATIONS

FINANCIAL

RESOURCES

OTHER …

SPONSORSHIPS

TECHNICAL

VOLUNTARY

UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES

RESOURCES

PURPOSE
(Sustainable Mobility)

EXPECTED
IMPACTS

ACTIVITIES
ACTORS

OTHER
ACTIVITIES
SOFT
MOBILITY

(influencing mobility)

ACCESS

GOVERNANCE

USERS

(TO/FROM THE DESTINATION)

ACTIVITIES
PRIVATE
TRANSPORT

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
SHARED
MOBILITY

TRANSPORT
OPERATORS

EXPECTED
IMPACTS

NGOs

ACTORS

GOVERNMENT

ECONOMY

SAFETY, HEALTH
& SECURITY

BUSINESS

EXPERTS

SOCIETY

TRANSPORT

(walking & cycling)

ECOSYSTEMS

Elba pilot: future lab experience

Elba pilot: future lab format
Past, present and
AGENDA
future as we see it
10 Maggio (WorldQUALE
Cafe)FUTURO PER LA MOBILITA’?
Sessioni

pomeriggio
(4 h)

Passato, presente e futuro della mobilità all’isola d’Elba (lavoro con i
Change
partecipanti)
Stakeholders
Agents
Come sta cambiando la mobilità (presentazione)
Prima diagnosi e agenda per migliorare la mobilità (lavoro con i partecipanti)

11 Maggio
mattina
(4 h) The

ELBA CONDIVISA: PROGETTIAMO IL FUTURO
Il futuro che vogliamo (lavoro con i partecipanti divisi in 4 gruppi):

future -weAccesso
want e trasporto pubblico (Elba Easy)
(Working -desks)
Change
Mobilità condivisa (Elba Sharing)

11 Maggio
pomeriggio
What
(4 h)

-

Mobilità dolce (Elba Outdoor)

-

Logistica (Elba Log)

Agents

Stakeholders

VERSO UN PIANO ELBANO PER LA MOBILITA’ SOSTENIBILE
futuro
che possiamo realizzare (lavoro con i partecipanti divisi in 4
we Ilcan
achieve
Stakeholders
gruppi):
(plenary)
- Amministratori pubblici
Change
- Operatori del trasporto
Agents
- Imprenditori
Politicians
- Società civile
Conclusioni in plenaria e valutazione

Elba pilot: future outlook frame
MORE PEOPLE (residents & tourists)

FUTURE OUTLOOK
+ Growth & jobs
+ Quality of life
2050

2040

2030

2020

STATE OF PLAY
2017

LESS CONGESTION

- Emissions

Shared vision and agenda for change
+ Growth & jobs

MORE PEOPLE (residents & tourists)

+ Quality of Life

+ COLLECTIVE MOBILITY

Elba easy: Real-time infomobility for all transport services by
means of an integrated app.
Improve the integration of collective mobility by means of
contralised booking, taxi sharing, shuttle buses in the high
season

+ INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY

Elba Bike-Friendly: cycling path across the island
E-Elba: charging infrastructure for e-vehicles (auto.
moto, scooter, bikes)

+ ACCESS

Improve multi-modal access and
integration of public transport services with
regional T.E.N nodes
Improve access by air increasing local airport
capacity and flight connections

STATE OF PLAY
2017

LESS CONGESTION

- Emissions

The EU support to sustainable mobility innovation
in tourist destinations
A place-based approach using the external EU support can help to catalyse
sustainable mobility and tourism action plans, pilot activities & matchmaking of
resources and local innovation (new business models and investment plans)

(EU funded pilot activities)

2016

Scaling up
by funding
Innovation Actions

CIVITAS
DESTINATIONS
PROJECT

2020
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COVENANT OF
MAYORS
INVESTMENT FORUM
(Support to new business
development and EU
development assistance
schemes to leverage private &
public funding)

2020

2025 25

The EU support to sustainable mobility innovation
in tourist destinations: inside the boxes …
Citizens &
Stakeholders
Engagement

Sustainable Mobility & Tourism Vision and
Action Plan (SUMP)

CIVITAS
Experts
support

Feasible SUMP
measures
Local Investment Plans

Covenant
of Stakeholders
Local Development
Agent

Measures for
business models
Business Plans

Business
models
training &
coaching

Project Development Assistance
(H2020, ELENA, …)

CoM Investment Forum

PUBLIC

MATCHMAKING

PRIVATE

Transport
Operators

(Matchmaker)

Investors

SHARED
VALUE CREATION

Local Business
Community

Authorities
Tax & charges
Revenues

More customers, jobs, better environment & living
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Return to
Investment
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Beyond the public-private divide
of investment strategies …
The aim of ensuring long-term sustainable exploitation does not necessarily mean a
focus on making money (profit) but a focus on financial sustainability and ensuring
that costs are ultimately balanced by revenues ….
Should a systematic financial gap emerge from business modelling (hence difficult to
be exploited going forward on a fully commercial basis), but the measure itself is found
to be still highly beneficial and relevant to be further implemented and scaled up on the
market and in the society, such gap could possibly be filled-in from public finances….

…towards and inclusive place-based model of
development of touristic destinations
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